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Recently, the finite basis property of varieties of algebras has often been 
investigated. Special attention has been paid to varieties of quasigroups. Evans (J. 
Algebra 31 (1974), 508-5 13) proved that every finitely generated commutative 
Moufang loop is finitely based. This result was used by Mendelsohn and 
Padmanabhan (J. Algebra 49 (1977), 154-161) to show that every finitely 
generated commutative distributive groupoid satisfying, for some n > 2, the identity 
x(x(x(.. (xy)))) = y with the variable x repeating n times (such groupoids are 
necessarily quasigroups) is finitely based. Here we present wo more general results. 
Namely, we show that each finitely generated distributive ( ven trimedial) 
quasigroup as well as each finitely generated commutative distributive groupoid is 
finitely based. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let d be a similarity type (possibly infinite) of universal algebras, Y be a 
non-empty set and F be the absolutely free d-algebra over Y. Elements from 
F are called d-terms in variables from Y and for t E F, var (t) is the set of 
variables occurring in t. By a d-identity we mean an ordered pair of d-terms. 
If N is a set of d-identities, Mod, (N) denotes the variety of d-algebras 
satisfying the identities from N. A subvariety P of a variety F of d-algebras 
is said to be finitely based in T if 22 = T n Mod,(N) for a finite set N of 
d-identities. A variety T of d-algebras is said to be finitely based if it is 
finitely based in the variety of all d-algebras and a d-algebra A is said to be 
finitely based if the variety generated by A is so. 
Let 4 and e be classes of algebras of types A, and A,, respectively. A 
biunique correspondence rt of 5 onto O$ is called an equivalence if, for all 
A, B E &; and every mapping f of A into B, the algebras A and n(A) have 
the same underlying set and f is a homomorphism of A into B iff it is a 
homomorphism of n(A) into n(B). If such an equivalence n exists, the classes 
LSq and 4 are called equivalent. 
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Let Z be a class of algebras A(f, , fi ,...) of type A. We denote by A* the 
type obtained from A by adding a new nullary operation symbol and by 3” 
the class of A*-algebras A(f,, f*,..., h) such that A(f,, f, ,...) EZ. The 
algebras from Z* are called pointed Z-algebras. 
A groupoid is a A-algebra, where the type A consists of one binary 
operation. The operation of a groupoid is usually denoted multiplicatively. 
Throughout this paper, we fix an infinite countable set X and denote by W 
the absolutely free groupoid over X. Further, we put Mod(N) = Mod, (N) 
for every subset N of W x W. 
A groupoid G is called a cancellation (division) groupoid if the tran- 
slations x + ax, x + xu are injective (surjective) for every a E G. 
Furthermore, G is called a quasigroup if it is both a cancellation and 
division groupoid. We let 9 designate the class of quasigroups. 
A quasigroup is a A-algebra, where the type A consists of three binary 
operations . , /, \ satisfying the identities (xv)/y 4 x, x\(xy) P y, (x/y)y P x, 
x(x\y) s y. We denote by Yg the variety of quasigroups and by 
W, = W,(., /, \) the free quasigroup over X. The subgroupoid of W,(e) 
generated by X is isomorphic to W and hence we can assume that W is a 
subgroupoid of W,(e). For a subset N of W, X W,, let Mod,(N) denote the 
variety of quasigroups satisfying the identities from N. 
Let Q=Q<.,/,\) b e a quasigroup. Put x(Q) = Q(e). Then z is an 
equivalence between Z$ and 9 and we fix the symbol E for the inverse 
equivalence. Finally, n always denotes a non-negative integer. 
2. QUASI-MODULES 
Let R be an associative ring with unit. By a (left) R-quasi-module Q we 
mean an algebra Q(+, rx) with one binary operation + and a set of unary 
operations x + TX, r E R, such that Q(+) is a commutative Moufang loop 
and the usual module identities are satisfied (the reader is referred to [2] and 
[8] for some details concerning commutative Moufang loops and quasi- 
modules, respectively). We denote by R-qmod the variety of R-quasi-modules 
and by R-qmod, the variety of R-quasi-modules such that the underlying 
commutative Moufang loop is nilpotent of class at most n. 
Let Q(+) be a commutative Moufang loop. A transformationfof Q is said 
to be central (more precisely, k-central) if there is an integer k such that 
kx +f(x) E C(Q(+)) (the centre of Q(+)) for every x E Q. Obviously, the 
set Endc(Q(+)) of all central endomorphisms of Q(+) is an associative ring 
with unit. 
In the rest of the paper, let A denote a mapping of R into {O, 1,2}. We 
shall say that an R-quasi-module Q is A-special if for every r E R the 
endomorphism x + rx of Q(+) is A(r)-central. It is easy to see that the class 
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X of A-special R-quasi-modules is a subvariety of R-qmod. Moreover, the 
variety R-mod of R-modules is contained in A. Put An =Jn R-qmod,. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. If R is left noetherian then every subvariety of An is 
finitely based in M. 
Proof. Using 18, Proposition 4.61, we can proceed as in the proof of 13, 
Theorem III]. 1 
Let (Q, a), a E Q, be a pointed A-special R-quasi-module. We shall say 
that (Q, a) is centrally pointed if a E C(Q(+)). The class AC of centrally 
pointed quasi-modules is a subvariety of A*. We put Yc = 5Y* nR for 
every subvariety 7/ of .A. 
2.2 LEMMA. Let (Q, a) E AC be finitely generated. Then (Q, a) E Mz 
for some n. 
Proof. The result follows easily from [S, Proposition 4.31. 1 
Denote by F = F(+, rx, a) the free centrally pointed A-special R-quasi- 
module freely generated by X. Let G = G(+, rx) be the subquasi-module of F 
generated by X. Then G is free in A and X is its free basis. For t, s E F 
(resp. t, s E G) we denote by mod (t P s) (resp. modd (t P s)) the subvariety 
of ,Hc (resp. J) determined by t A s. Finally, let E = E(+, rx) be the 
subquasi-module of F generated by a. 
2.3 LEMMA. E = Ra g C(F(+)) is a submodule of F and for all t, s E F 
there are u, v E E and w, z E G such that t = u + w and s = v + z. 
Proof. Easy. I 
2.4 LEMMA. Let t, s E F. Then there are u, v E E and w, z E G such that 
mod (t & s) = mod (u A v) n mod (w A z). 
Proof. By 2.3, t = u + w and s = v + z for some u, v E E and w, z E G. 
Let (Q, b) E mod (t s s). There is a homomorphism f of F into Q with 
f(a) = b and f(w) = f(z) = 0. Then f(t) = f(s) implies f(u) = f(v). 
Moreover, if g is an arbitrary homomorphism of F into Q with g(a) = b then 
g]E= flE and hence g(u) = g(v). From this, (Q, b) E mod(u & v), 
g(w) = g(z) and Q E modd (w 2 z). Thus (Q, b) E mod (u & v) n 
modd (w A z)’ = mod (u A v) n mod (w P z) and the rest is clear. 1 
2.5 LEMMA. Suppose that R is left noetherian and let S be a subset of 
E x E. Then there is a finite subset N of E X (0) such that 
mod (S) = mod(N). 
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Proof. Put J = {r E R 1 mod(S) c mod (ra P 0)} and 7- = mod(ra P 0 1 
r E J). Evidently, J is a left ideal of R and therefore J is generated by a finite 
subset Y. It is easy to check that mod(S) g r = mod (Ya x {O}). 
Conversely, let t, s E E be such that mod(S) E mod (t & s). By 2.3, t - s = ra 
for some I E R. We have mod (t P s) = mod (t - s 4 0) = mod (ra & 0), r E J 
and y c mod(t A s). 1 
2.6 LEMMA. Suppose that R is left noetherian and let S be a subset of 
G X G. Then there is a finite subset N of G x G such that 
mod (S) n fl” = mod (N). 
Proof. By 2.1, modd (S) n & = modd (N) for a finite subset N of G X G 
and the rest is clear. I 
2.1 PROPOSITION. If R is left noetherian then every subvariety of &, is 
finitely based in .A*. 
Proof. The result is an easy consequence of 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. 1 
3. DI-AUTO-LOOPS 
By a di-auto-loop Q we mean an algebra Q(+,f, f -‘, g, g-l), where Q(+) 
is a commutative Moufang loop, S, g are l-central automorphisms of Q(+) 
with fg = gf and f -I, g-’ are the inverse automorphisms. We denote by 9 
the variety of di-auto-loops. 
From now on, let R = Z[x, y, u, VI/J, where Z[x, y, u, v] denotes the ring 
of polynomials in four commuting indeterminates x, y, u, v over the ring Z of 
integers and J is the ideal of Z[x, y, u, v] generated by the elements 1 - XU, 
1 - yv. Put c = x + J and d = y + J. Then c, d E R are invertible and 
c-’ = u + J, d-’ = v + J. Moreover, there is a unique homomorphism K of R 
onto the three-element field {0, 1,2} such that K(c) = 2 = K(d). Throughout 
the rest of the paper, we define A = -K. 
3.1 LEMMA. The varieties 9 and M are equivalent. 
Proof. First, let Q = Q(+,f, f -I, g, g-‘) be a di-auto-loop. Consider the 
subring S of Endc (Q(+)) generated by f, f -I, g, g-l. There is a unique 
homomorphism h: R + S with h(c) = f and h(d) = g. Now we can define an 
R-quasi-module z(Q) having the same underlying loop by rx = h(r)(x) for all 
r E R, x E Q. Obviously, r(Q) is r-special for some l? R + {0, 1, 2). Using 
the fact that the identity map is 2-central in every commutative Moufang 
loop, we can assume that T=A. Then z(Q) EA. Conversely, let 
Q = Q(+, rx) be a A-special R-quasi-module. Put f(x) = cx and g(x) = dx 
for every x E Q. It is easy to see that A(Q) = Q(+,L f -‘, g, g-l) E 9. 
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Finally, let Q, and Q2 be di-auto-loops and h be a mapping of Q, into QT. If 
h is a homomorphism of di-auto-loops then A = {r E R ( h(rx) = rh(x) for 
every x E Q} is a subring of R and c, c-‘, d, d-’ EA, so that A = R and h is 
a homomorphism of quasi-modules n(Q,) and rr(Q,). The converse is 
clear. I 
As an immediate consequence of 3.1, we see that the variety Y* is 
equivalent to the variety A*. We denote by x* and A* the equivalences 
induced by rt and L from 3.1. 
We shall say that a pointed di-auto-loop (Q, a) is centrally pointed if 
a E C(Q(+)). The class 9’ of centrally pointed di-auto-loops is a subvariety 
of S?*. Moreover, the varieties PC and X are equivalent. 
For every n, let Yn be the variety of all di-auto-loops Q such that Q(+) is 
nilpotent of class at most n. Put 94pc, = PC fY 9pX. 
3.2 LEMMA. The varieties 9: and ME are equivalent. In more detail, 
7c*(Yz) = At and A*(Mz) = i;p’, . 
ProoJ: This is an easy consequence of 3.1. fi 
3.3 PROPOSITION. Every subvariety of 9: is finitely based. 
Proof. By 2.7, every subvariety of -Auc, is finitely based in yrY*, however, 
.Vc and AC are equivalent and hence by 3.2 every subvariety of 9; is 
finitely based in PC, which is finitely based. 1 
3.4 LEMMA. Let (Q, a) E .Yc be finitely generated. Then (Q, a) E 4pz for 
some n. 
ProoJ The result follows easily from 3.1 and 2.2. 1 
4. TRIMEDIAL QUASIGROUPS 
A groupoid G is said to be medial if it satisfies the identity xy . uv & 
xu . yv; it is said to be trimedial if every subgroupoid of G generated by at 
most three elements is medial. 
A quasigroup Qt., /, \) is said to be medial (trimedial) if so is the quasi- 
group Q(.). We denote by K (resp. gq) the variety of trimedial groupoids 
(resp. trimedial quasigroups). 
4.1 PROPOSITION. The varieties a:, ipc and & are equivalent. 
Proof. Using [6, Theorem 21 and proceeding similarly as in the proof of 
15, Proposition 5.51, it is easy to show that the varieties Kz and LY’ are 
equivalent. I 
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Let xl, x2,..., Y,, y2,..., u , u2,..., ul, v2,... E X be pair-wise different 
variables. Put r,=x,, s,=y, and tn+,=tn~,+I~~,+,~,, s,+r= 
tnvn+1 * Unt1Sn for every n. Let & = Mod(t, & s,,), %q,n = c(S n gn) = 
Modq (t, P s,), gn = d n %n and g& = Kn n %q,n. 
4.2 LEMMA. Let Q(+) be a commutative Moufang loop, f, g be two 
commuting l-central automorphisms of Q(+) and a E C(Q(+)). Put xy = 
f(x) + g(x) + a f or all x, y E Q. Then Q is a trimedial quasigroup and 
Q E Kn iff the loop Q(+) is nilpotent of class at most n. 
Proof. By [6, Theorem 21, Q is a trimedial quasigroup. The rest follows 
by induction on n (use [6, Theorem 31). 1 
4.3 PROPOSITION. Every subvariety of the variety gq,n is finitely based. 
ProojI Let Y be a subvariety of gq,n. By 4.1, there is an equivalence ,u 
of a: onto 9’. According to 4.2 and [6, Theorem 21, ~(a$,,) = 9:. Conse- 
quently, p(Y*) is a subvariety of YE and p(Y*) is finitely based by 3.3. 
From this, Y* is finitely based in a,* and hence Y is finitely based in KqTb, 
however, gq is finitely based by [6, Corollary 11. a 
4.4 THEOREM. Every jinitely generated trimedial quasigroup is finitely 
based. 
Proof Let Q be a finitely generated trimedial quasigroup and a E Q. The 
pointed quasigroup (Q, a) is finitely generated and hence the corresponding 
centrally pointed di-auto-loop A =,u((Q, a)) ( see the proof of 4.3) is finitely 
generated. By 3.4, A E 9: for some n. Consequently, (Q, a) E a$,,, 
Q E G,n and we can use 4.3. 1 
4.5 COROLLARY. Every finite trimedial quasigroup is finitely based. 
Proof. Use 4.4 and the fact that every finite quasigroup satisfies iden- 
tities of the forms x(x(. . . (xy))) = y and ((( yx) . . .) x) x = y. 1 
5. DISTRIBUTIVE GROUPOIDS 
A groupoid G is said to be distributive ifit satisfies the identities x . yz 2 
xy . xz and zy . x P zx . yx. A quasigroup Q(., /, \) is said to be distributive 
if the quasigroup Q(.) is so. We denote by .@ (resp. g,) the variety of 
distributive groupoids (resp. distributive quasigroups). For every n, put 
g,, = gj f? ~9 and 84,n = gq,,n Sq. 
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5.1 THEOREM. Every finitely generated distributive quasigroup is finitely 
based. 
Proof As proved in [ 11, every distributive quasigroup is trimedial and so 
4.4 yields the result. I 
5.2 LEMMA. Let N be a finite subset of W, x W,. Then there are 
t. s E W such that Modq (N) n gq = Modq (t & s). 
ProoJ Since every distributive quasigroup Q is idempotent, there are 
t, s E W, such that Modq (N) n gq = Modq (t & s) n gq, however the tran- 
slations x -+ ax, x + xa are automorphisms for every x E Q and so 
Modq (t & s) f’ gq = Modq (a & b) fY C9q for some a, b E W. Now we define 
admissible terms from W: Every variable x E X is an admissible term and if 
c, d E W are admissible terms of the same length then cd is admissible. It is 
easy to show that for each a E W there is an admissible term c E W with 
gq z Modq (a & c). Thus we can assume that a, b are admissible. Finally, if 
x, y, z, U, U, w E X are pair-wise different variables such that none of them 
belongs to var (ab) then Modq (a & b) n Zq = Modq ((a(xx . yz))(uv . w) & 
(b(xy . xz))(uw . VW)). 1 
Put >=Mod(x&xx), %?=Mod(xy&yx), J%‘=Yna, %VJ,,= 
5.3 LEMMA. A subvariety 7%’ of the variety g is finitely based iff 
T‘ncY is so. 
Proof. The assertion follows easily from 14, Propositions 1.5, 2.11. 1 
5.4 LEMMA. Let G be a distributive cancellation groupoid. Then there is 
a distributive quasigroup Q such that G is a subgrqupoid of Q and both G 
and Q generate the same groupoid variety. 
ProoJ See [ 11, 1.7, Theoreme I] (the result follows easily from the fact 
that translations are injective ndomorphisms of G). I 
5.5 PROPOSITION. Every subvariety of SFa,, is Jnitely based. 
Proof. With respect to 5.3, we can restrict ourselves to the idempotent 
case. Let Y be a subvariety of %?Jc~,, . Put R = Y n 9 and Rq = E(R). 
Then R, is a subvariety of ‘Zgq,n and hence by 4.3 and 5.2 4 = 
Modq (t P s) for some t, s E W. Thus R = 9 n Mod (t & s). First, assume 
that the variety of commutative idempotent semigroups (i.e., semilattices) is
contained in Y and put Z! = 0<9’.@ n Mod (s . tt 2 s . ts). L-et G E Y be a 
subdirectly irreducible groupoid. By [7, Proposition 5.11 and 5.4, there is a 
quasigroup Q E Y and an element x tZ Q such that G is isomorphic to a 
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subgroupoid of a groupoid Q[x] defined as follows: Q is a subgroupoid of 
Qbl = Qu 1x1 and xy=x=yx for all yEQU{x}. Since QER, 
Q[x] E 2% and henceforth G E %. Conversely, let G E % be subdirectly 
irreducible. Again, G is isomorphic to a subgroupoid of Q[x] for some quasi- 
group Q E 2V. Clearly, Q E 9 f? Mod (t & s) = 9 n 7, hence Q[x] E Y 
(since Y contains a non-trivial semilattice) and G E Y. We have proved 
that Y = 23’. Now, let no non-trivial semilattice belong to Y. With respect 
to [7, Proposition 5.11, every subdirectly irreducible groupoid from Y is a 
cancellation groupoid and Y E Mod (t P s) n gJ’9 (use 5.4). Further, 
there are U, u E W such that var (u) n var (u) # 0, var (UV) n var (TV) = 0 
and 7 c Mod (U P v). Put @ = Mod (ut . xy 4 (ut . X)(DS . y)) n 03, where 
x, y E X are such that x # y and x, y & var(uv . ts). Then Y = 2V and we 
are through. 1 
5.6 THEOREM. Every finitely generated commutative distributive 
groupoid is jinitely based. 
Proof. Let G be a finitely generated commutative distributive groupoid. 
We are going to show that G E 68,, for some n. To this purpose, we can 
assume that G is a quasigroup (see [4, Prop. 1.51, [7, Prop. 5.11 and 5.4). 
The corresponding quasigroup s(G) is finitely generated and e(G) E Kq,n for 
some n (see the proof of 4.4). Hence G E B,,. 1 
It seems to be an open problem whether the preceding result remains true 
in the non-commutative case. 
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